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Abstract
Text analysis of social media for sentiment,001
topic analysis, and other analysis depends ini-002
tially on the selection of keywords and phrases003
that will be used to create the research corpora.004
However, keywords that researchers choose005
may occur infrequently, leading to errors that006
arise from using small samples. In this pa-007
per, we use the capacity for memorization, in-008
terpolation, and extrapolation of Transformer009
Language Models such as the GPT series to010
learn the linguistic behaviors of a subgroup011
within larger corpora of Yelp reviews. We012
then use prompt-based queries to generate syn-013
thetic text that can be analyzed to produce in-014
sights into specific opinions held by the popu-015
lations that the models were trained on. Once016
learned, more specific sentiment queries can017
be made of the model with high levels of ac-018
curacy when compared to traditional keyword019
searches. We show that even in cases where a020
specific keyphrase is limited or not present at021
all in the training corpora, the GPT is able to022
accurately generate large volumes of text that023
have the correct sentiment.024

1 Introduction025

Large-scale research involving humans is diffi-026

cult, and often relies on labor-intensive mecha-027

nisms such as polling, where statistically repre-028

sentative populations will be surveyed using land-029

line and cellphone interviews, web surveys, and030

mixed-mode techniques that combine modes. Of-031

ten, participants in a survey may need to be recon-032

tacted to update responses as a result of changing033

events (Fowler Jr, 2013).034

As social media has developed, many attempts035

have been made to determine public opinion by036

mining data that is available from online providers037

such as Twitter and Reddit, e.g. (Colleoni et al.,038

2014; Sloan et al., 2015). However, though social039

data can be analyzed in a variety of ways, it cannot040

replace the pollster asking about items that do not041

explicitly exist in the data.042

Due to the the emergence of Transformer-based 043

Language Models (TLMs) this may be ready to 044

change. These models, such as the Generative 045

Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) series developed 046

by OpenAI, have been trained on millions of high- 047

quality web pages. The model generates text (with 048

words represented as high-dimensional vectors) as 049

a function of an input sentence and its previous hid- 050

den states. These hidden states are in turn functions 051

of the input sentence and the previous hidden states, 052

etc. Since the model is not trained using any hand- 053

crafted rules about language, it effectively learns 054

its own set of rules for generating natural language. 055

In doing so, it captures semantic and syntactic reg- 056

ularities in language that were previously hidden 057

to traditional statistical methods. 058

As such, these models contain tremendous 059

amounts of sociolinguistic information such as the 060

patterns of speech, word choice, and dialects (Mey- 061

erhoff, 2018) that can be accessed interactively. By 062

using carefully constructed probes, the model can 063

be “polled”, allowing researchers to access latent 064

knowledge contained in the model in ways that are 065

analogous to accessing the knowledge in a popula- 066

tion by calling a random sample. 067

Large transformer-based language models such 068

as the GPT encode short-range and long-range sta- 069

tistical relationships between tokens. Tokens repre- 070

sent words, and clusters of tokens represent more 071

nebulous structures that incorporate concepts and 072

beliefs. A key point in understanding how these 073

models behave are the concepts of interpolation 074

and extrapolation (Rytting and Wingate, 2021). 075

Consider the following example using the GPT-3, 076

where a prompt (in bold face) describing a fictional 077

bird, a “Floober”, is used to create a contextually 078

consistent description of this imaginary beast: 079

The Floober is a large flightless bird 080

that lives in semi-arid areas in Africa. 081

Like its cousin the Ostrich, the Floober 082

is a member of the Struthionidae family. 083
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The Floober was discovered in the early084

19th century by explorers and natural-085

ists like William Cornwallis Harris, who086

named them after the sound they made:087

"Floober". They were first described in088

1821 by Thomas Burchell, the discoverer089

of Burchell’s zebra.090

In this example, the GPT-3 is able to interpo-091

late by arranging tokens in the model’s information092

space related to African zoology based on the atten-093

tion relationship relationship to the given prompt.094

The GPT also extrapolates from the prompt cue of095

“Floober” and “Ostrich” by accessing the concept096

of Struthionidae, which include ostriches. These097

relationships are encoded as statistical dependen-098

cies among tokens, which means that when a token099

is missing from a query, the model can use its con-100

textual knowledge to predict which other tokens101

should be included. This does not mean that the102

GPT-3 is foolproof. In this case, it makes a factual103

error by accessing tokens related Thomas Burchell104

(1799–1846) 1 rather than William John Burchel105

(1781 – 1863)2, who was the first Westerner to106

describe the zebra for science.107

Because of this ability to synthesize responses,108

language models such as GPTs can provide capabil-109

ities for capturing the human opinions and beliefs110

encoded in the training text that more resemble the111

traditional polling model. Rather than performing112

training data analysis (e.g., supervised classifica-113

tion), we can poll the model’s responses to probes.114

But to do this effectively requires that we develop115

methods to systematically reveal the relevant infor-116

mation captured in these models.117

In this paper, we finetune (Sun et al., 2019) a set118

of GPT-2 models on a Yelp corpora that reflect pop-119

ulations of users with distinctive views. We then120

use prompt-based queries to probe these models to121

reveal insights into the biases and opinions of the122

users. We demonstrate how this approach can be123

used to produce results more accurately than tradi-124

tional keyword or keyphrase searches, particularly125

when data is sparse or missing.126

In addition to the concepts of interpolation and127

extrapolation, we introduce the concept of language128

model memorization, where models can be trained129

to incorporate repeating patterns. We incorporate130

this concept by introducing the technique of meta-131

wrapping, which adds information to the training132

1en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Burchell
2en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_John_Burchell

corpora that aids in the automated identifying of 133

particular parts of the generated text. We further 134

find a correlation of when the model is trained suf- 135

ficiently to accurately reproduce these wrappings 136

and the overall accuracy of the model in represent- 137

ing the explicit and latent information that it has 138

been trained on. 139

Lastly, we provide methods for validating trans- 140

former language models in each of these contexts. 141

We extensively study our methodology on Yelp 142

data, where we have ground truth in the form of 143

user-submitted stars, and discuss applications in 144

other domains. 145

2 Related Work 146

Since the introduction of the transformer model 147

in 2017, TLMs have become a field of study in 148

themselves. The transformer uses self attention, 149

where the model computes its own representation 150

of its input and output (Vaswani et al., 2017). So 151

far, significant research has been in increasing the 152

performance of these models, particularly as these 153

systems scale into the billions of parameters, e.g. 154

(Radford et al., 2019). Among them, BERT (De- 155

vlin et al., 2018) and GPT (Radford et al., 2018) 156

are two of the most well known TLMs used widely 157

in boosting the performance of diverse NLP appli- 158

cations. 159

Understanding how and what kind of knowl- 160

edge is stored in all those parameters is becoming 161

a sub-field in the study of TLMs. Among them, 162

(Petroni et al., 2019) used probes that present a 163

query to the mode as a cloze statement, where the 164

model fills in a blank (e.g. “Twinkle twinkle 165

star”). Research is also being done on the creation 166

of effective prompts. Published results show that 167

mining-based and paraphrasing approaches can in- 168

crease effectiveness in masked BERT prompts over 169

manually created prompts (Jiang et al., 2020). For 170

example, mined prompts can be produced by min- 171

ing phrases in the Wikipedia corpus that can be 172

generalized as template questions such as x was 173

born in y and capital of x is y. These can then be 174

filled in using sets of subject-object pairs. Improve- 175

ments using this technique can be substantial, with 176

improvements of 60% over manual prompts. Para- 177

phrasing, or the simplification of a prompt using 178

techniques such as back-translation can enhance 179

these results further (Jiang et al., 2020). 180

Using TLMs to evaluate social data is still 181

nascent. A study by (Palakodety et al., 2020) used 182
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BERT fine tuned on YouTube comments to gain183

insight into community perception of the 2019 In-184

dian election. They created weekly corpora of com-185

ments and constructed a tracking poll based on the186

prompts “Vote for MASK” and “MASK will win”187

and then compared the probabilities for the tokens188

for the parties BJP/CONGRESS and candidates189

MODI/RAHUL. The results substantially tracked190

traditional polling.191

Lastly, we cannot ignore the potential dangers of192

TLMs. OpenAI has shown that the GPT-3 can193

be “primed” using “few-shot learning” (Brown194

et al., 2020). In their paper The radicalization195

risks of GPT-3 and advanced neural language mod-196

els (McGuffie and Newhouse, 2020),the GPT-3 was197

primed using mass-shooter manifestos with chill-198

ing results. We will discuss these and other related199

issues in the ethics section.200

3 Methods201

For all the research involving finetuning, we used202

the Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2019) 117M parame-203

ter GPT-2 model. This was done for two reasons:204

1. Increased speed: During the course of this205

study, we finetuned 48 models. We were able206

to finetune a model in 2-3 hours using one207

NVidia TITAN RTX.208

2. Reduced carbon footprint: It is clearly pos-209

sible to train larger models using more hard-210

ware in the same amount of time, but since211

this was a comparative study, there was no212

need to add the cost and energy of spinning213

up a multi-GPU cloud instance.214

Our methods focus on understanding the memo-215

rization, interpolation, and extrapolation behaviors216

of these language models. To do this, we made217

use of the Yelp Open Dataset3. The Yelp dataset218

contains reviews of different businesses by cus-219

tomers. It incorporates social-media-like text, loca-220

tions, business names, and star reviews, which can221

serve as a form of ground truth for performing sen-222

timent analysis on review text. More specifically,223

we created specific sets of corpora for these GPT224

behaviors:225

• Memorization – Ratings and votes: This cor-226

pora includes numeric information only, in-227

cluding stars and votes. This data was used228

3www.yelp.com/dataset

to evaluate the Global characteristics of the 229

model. 230

• Interpolation – Reviews with stars: This cor- 231

pora includes a review and the associated stars. 232

We evaluate the star rating and its relationship 233

to the review text in the ground truth and gen- 234

erated data. This is used to evaluate the Local 235

characteristics of the model. 236

• Extrapolation – Masked reviews: This corpora 237

is trained using the same set of reviews as the 238

previous item, only without any review that 239

contains the phrase “vegetarian options”. It is 240

used to compare the behavior of the model in 241

zero-shot situations when compared to ground 242

truth and the model trained using the masked 243

data. 244

For the purposes of our research, we concentrate 245

on reviews of American restaurants. At 1,795,036 246

reviews, this subset is more than three times larger 247

than Italian, the next most common cuisine. This 248

provided us with the widest spectrum of options 249

with respect to sub-queries of ground truth. 250

The overall technique used to create models, 251

then generate and evaluate results is as follows: 252

1. Download and store the Yelp dataset in a 253

MySQL database. 254

2. Analyze number of reviews by category. 255

3. Create a corpora, wrapping with meta- 256

information (e.g. Figure 1). 257

4. Fine-tune models, using the Huggingface API. 258

5. Evaluate the model on a set of prompts and 259

store the results. Each experiment contains 260

an id, date, description, model name, list of 261

textual probes, seed, and model hyperparame- 262

ters. 263

6. Calculate sentiment and parts-of-speech anal- 264

ysis on generated text4. We also ran the same 265

sentiment evaluation on a subset of “ground 266

truth” reviews taken from the Yelp dataset. 267

7. Generate charts by running queries on the 268

database and performing analytics. 269

We trained and evaluated three sets of models. 270

The first sets were trained exclusively on stars and 271

votes (See training corpora example in Figure 1). 272

This was used to evaluate the statistical proper- 273

ties of the GPT against well-characterized numeric 274

data. 275
4github.com/flairNLP/flair
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Figure 1: Corpus section with meta-wrapping

Figure 2: yelp_review-stars_test_American_6.txt

The second sets were trained using corpora of276

reviews followed by stars (Figure 2). These models277

were used to evaluate how effectively the models278

learned the relationship of the generated text to the279

star review. In these corpora, the training and test280

text were wrapped in meta information consisting281

of the text “review: ”, “, stars: ”, and terminated by282

a “-- <CR>”. The use of this wrapping allowed a283

rapid evaluation of the level of training of the model284

(i.e. did it learn the wrapping pattern effectively),285

and once learned, the meta-wrapping supported286

easy extraction of the synthetic data using regular287

expressions.288

The third set was trained using a masked corpora289

that did not include the phrase “vegetarian options”290

to compare against the other model and ground291

truth.292

4 Results293

In this section, we describe how the GPT is able294

to incorporate memorization, interpolation, and ex-295

trapolation into its behavior. We find that each one296

of these contexts provides useful mechanisms for297

determining the performance of such models.298

4.1 Memorization299

In this section, we focus on the ability of the GPT to300

memorize repeating patterns while also reproduc-301

ing statistically similar data with respect to ground302

truth. To do this, we generated meta-wrappers from303

the ground truth. In this case, the number of stars,304

useful votes, funny votes and cool votes contained305

in the Yelp data. Examples of this are shown in Fig-306

ure 1. When given an insufficiently large corpora,307

the model would fail to learn the pattern correctly308

model (lines) error % correlation %

6k 0.24% 0.36%
12k 0.22% 0.62%
25k 0.14% 0.86%
50k 0.00% 0.96%
100k 0.00% 0.99%
200k 0.00% 0.98%

Table 1: Memorization Error & Correlation

resulting in generated strings like: 309

stars_votes = 310
0stars_stars_stars_min = 2.0, 311
useful_votes = 0, 312

However, once the corpus contained more then 313

50,000 lines, the model learned the pattern per- 314

fectly, and there were no more errors (Column ’er- 315

ror %’ in Table 1). 316

We also tested the effects of corpus size on the 317

ability of the model to reproduce the statistical 318

properties of the ground truth numeric data5. We 319

found that increasing the number of lines improved 320

the learning of the statistical information by the 321

models using Pearson’s correlation. However, as 322

can be seen in the ’correlation %’ column of Ta- 323

ble 1, it appears that the best training occurs at 324

50k-100k lines, with the 200k line model overfit- 325

ting and no longer generalizing (Dietterich, 1995). 326

These results indicate that the TLMs can both 327

memorize the structure of data and reproduce arbi- 328

trary amounts of information using that structure 329

that are substantially similar to ground truth. These 330

memorization properties allow us to evaluate the 331

quality of models by injecting known ground truth 332

into the data using meta-wrapping and evaluating 333

the statistical properties of the results. 334

4.2 Interpolation 335

In this section, we explore how finetuned GPT mod- 336

els are able to generate data that appropriately rep- 337

resents the behaviors of the group that provided the 338

corpora. In this case, we trained models on 50k and 339

100k review corpora using the “American” cuisine. 340

The arrangement of the corpus used for training is 341

shown in Figure 2. 342

We then trained a model using 50k corpora and 343

6 epochs to compare to ground truth data. We 344

then generated 10,000 reviews using the prompt 345

“review:” and parsed and stored the results. Any 346

review that ran too long to generate a star value 347

5The vote data is mostly zeros and not as useful as the star
information
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Figure 3: American Ground Truth and GPT star distri-
bution

Avg star rating GPT GT % difference

NEGATIVE 2.56 2.29 5.45%
POSITIVE 4.45 4.44 0.25%

Table 2: Star ratings for Sentiment

was rejected resulting in a total of 9,228 usable348

review/star pairs. This model accurately reflected349

the distribution of stars in the ground truth with a350

Pearson’s correlation of 99.6% (Figure 3).351

An extract from a generated 4-star review is352

shown below:353

“Service is good, staff is very friendly354

and helpful. Prices are reasonable and355

the restaurant is clean. The food was356

great. I had the veggie burger, which was357

great.”358

To determine sentiment for reviews like this,359

we used the Flair sentiment analysis API (Akbik360

et al., 2019) for each review and stored the results361

(6,926 positive, 2,302 negative). We also did this362

for 10,000 Yelp reviews selected from the “Ameri-363

can” cuisine (6,624 positive, 3,376 negative). We364

then calculated the average number of stars for a365

POSITIVE review and a NEGATIVE review for366

the generated and ground truth data. The results of367

this comparison are shown in Table 2.368

The generated results are nearly identical with369

the ground truth, and show how well the GPT is370

able to generate internally consistent reviews and371

stars.372

To see how different this was from the pretrained373

model, we used the prompt “What follows is a typi-374

cal example of a restaurant review of an American-375

style taken from Yelp’s database:”. This was more376

complex in that there was no meta wrapped out-377

put, so more complicated parsing had to be done.378

For instance, the GPT would sometimes rate on379

Figure 4: Pre-trained GPT vs Ground Truth

Avg star rating GPT-pre GT % difference

NEGATIVE 3.25 2.29 29.46%
POSITIVE 4.04 4.44 9.9%

Table 3: Star ratings for Sentiment (pretrained GPT-2)

a 10-point rating and these scores had to be con- 380

verted to the 5-point scale. Figure 4 shows a bias 381

towards positive (4-star) reviews that is inherent 382

in the pretrained model, while the ground truth 383

is biased towards 5 stars. The correlation here is 384

nowhere near the 99.6% of the finetuned model, 385

though it is still significant at 47.86%. The match 386

of sentiment to stars is also still apparent in this 387

data (Table 3) even though it is less pronounced 388

than in the finetuned GPT output. This may be 389

partially accounted for by the ways that ratings had 390

to be parsed and combined. 391

This bias towards positive reviews in the pre- 392

trained model may have led to some interesting 393

behavior on the part of the finetuned models when 394

we tried to elicit negative (e.g. 1-star, 2-star, etc.) 395

reviews. Although it was possible to produce bad 396

reviews given a sufficiently negative prompt, the 397

effort required to produce a one-star review was 398

perplexing. 399

Figure 5 shows a prompt “No vegetarian op- 400

tions” that produced substantially negative reviews 401

in the original reviews but produces generally posi- 402

tive reviews when submitted to the GPT trained on 403

American reviews (Pearson’s correlation of -63%). 404

Figure 6 shows a similar behavior for a generally 405

positive prompt, “Many vegetarian options”. In the 406

ground truth, there are more 5-star reviews than 407

any other, while in synthetic reviews, the peak is 408

again at 4 stars. This is roughly the same pattern 409

that appears in the pretrained GPT (Figure 4) and 410

the negative review (Figure 5). 411

To create an overwhelmingly one-star review 412

with this model required the prompt “Everything 413

about this place is terrible. The food is crap. The 414
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Figure 5: “No vegetarian options” Unbalanced

Figure 6: “Many vegetarian options” Unbalanced

staff is terrible”. Clearly the model is capable of415

producing one-star reviews, but requires more ex-416

tensive prompt tuning to do so.417

It appears that although there are many path-418

ways to produce 3, 4, and 5 star reviews, there is419

a smaller “prompt space” that produce a sequence420

of tokens that produce negative reviews. Remark-421

ably, even when the model is trained on a corpus422

that is balanced with respect to stars, it still pro-423

duces substantially more positive reviews for the424

“No vegetarian options” prompt (Figure 7) and less425

5 star reviews than the ground truth for the positive426

prompt “Many vegetarian options”.427

To generate the appropriate sentiment/star be-428

havior, we had to train 5 models, one for each429

star rating for reviews with the “American” cate-430

gory. Each model was trained with a 50k review431

corpora created from the ground truth database as432

shown in Figure 2. Each model was prompted with433

the no/some/several/many vegetarian options de-434

scribed above.435

The ratio of positive to negative sentiment for436

each model was compared to the sentiment ratio437

of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 star reviews in the ground truth438

data. As we can see in Figure 8 and Figure 9,439

these correlations are much stronger (Pearson’s440

correlation of 99.97%) than any of the previous441

approaches.442

Figure 7: “No vegetarian options” Balanced

Figure 8: GPT/GT Isolated Star Positive

We believe that the reason that this works is 443

because each star review represents a distinct lin- 444

guistic population. On one end of the spectrum are 445

the disgruntled, often using language that focuses 446

on poor service such as in this extract: 447

“We were basically seated at a table by 448

the host, then told quite rudely by the 449

server that we couldn’t sit there. Then 450

we proceeded to watch as the host and 451

server fought over whether we could sit 452

there or not.” 453

At the other end of the spectrum is the 5-star 454

group who have had a perfect meal with great ser- 455

vice. These reviews are overwhelmingly classi- 456

fied as positive. We can show this relationship 457

of these emotional terms to stars from a different 458

perspective by using the Linguistic Inquiry and 459

Word Count (LIWC) Dictionary (Pennebaker et al., 460

2001), which calculates the representation percent- 461

ages of certain sets of words. One set of terms 462

in the LIWC has to do with affect, ranging from 463

positive (e.g. happy, pretty, good) to negative (e.g. 464

hate, worthless, enemy). We can see in Table 4 how 465

dissimilar the one and five star groups are: 466

These clusterings and patterns of usage allow the 467

GPT to effectively learn the linguistic behaviors of 468

the population so that it can accurately generate 469

novel text that has the same sentiment patterns. 470

And as we will see in the next section, these models 471
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Figure 9: GPT/GT Isolated Star Negative

Affect Pos Emo Neg Emo

GPT 1 star 2.869% 1.461%
GT 1 star 2.710% 1.936%
GPT 5 star 7.241% 0.358%
GT 5 star 8.277% 0.572%

Table 4: LIWC Affect Terms for GT and GPT reviews

are able to accurately extrapolate text in response472

to prompts that do not appear in the training data,473

a critical element if we are to be able to use these474

models for polling and survey purposes.475

4.3 Extrapolation476

In our ground truth Yelp dataset, some queries re-477

sult in very few reviews. When looking at only478

reviews with the keywords “some vegetarian op-479

tions” or “no vegetarian options” there are only a480

handful or in the most extreme cases no related481

reviews. We can see this in the sample from the482

Yelp data in Tables 5 and 6.483

This problem often occurs with datasets where484

questions may not have been asked, conditions485

have changed (such as the rapidly evolving infor-486

mation space surrounding COVID-19) or where487

the structure of the data makes certain responses488

unlikely. This makes obtaining information about489

these cases difficult or impossible with traditional490

methods.491

Extrapolation can address this problem by letting492

the model extrapolate from “adjacent” information493

to generate relevant, zero-shot data as we saw in494

the Floober example in the introduction.495

To demonstrate this, we trained a new set496

of isolated star models on a 50k corpora that497

had all reviews containing the phrase “vegetar-498

ian options” removed, or masked. These mod-499

els then generated extrapolated responses to the500

“no/some/several/many” prompts.501

We then compared the behavior of the interpo-502

lating model that had been trained on corpora “veg-503

etarian options” reviews, and a baseline of statis-504

POSITIVE no some several many

1 star 0 0 0 0
2 star 0 1 0 0
3 star 4 8 7 21
4 star 6 31 29 90
5 star 6 29 27 100

Table 5: Vegetarian ground truth positive review counts

NEGATIVE no some several many

1 star 21 1 1 6
2 star 24 6 8 18
3 star 13 6 7 31
4 star 1 2 2 8
5 star 0 2 0 3

Table 6: Vegetarian ground truth negative review
counts

tical samples taken from the known ground truth 505

of 97 samples of all three-star reviews in our set of 506

“no/some/several/many” samples. We chose base- 507

line sample sizes of 8, 18, and 24 because those 508

were the average size of the number of negative, 509

positive, and combined reviews in our samples. 510

Each sample (baseline and GPT) was randomly 511

sampled 1,000 times and averaged for subsequent 512

calculations. Because the GPT is able to produce 513

unlimited reviews, we were able to use a sample 514

size of 1,000 for these synthetic reviews. 515

We derived the l2 distance from POS/NEG per- 516

centage calculated from the Known Ground Truth 517

(40.25% / 59.74%) for the GPT and baseline ver- 518

sions, which is shown in Table 7. We can clearly 519

see that the baseline(8) has the highest l2 error 520

(20.01%), while the GPT trained on the unmasked 521

corpus has the lowest. Remarkably, the masked, ex- 522

trapolating GPT model has the second-lowest error, 523

and has less than half the error of the baseline(26) 524

evaluation. 525

This is important because it demonstrates that 526

the GPT (no veg) model is able to generate text 527

related to vegetarian options despite being trained 528

on data with no reviews related to vegetarian op- 529

tions. These results are substantially better than the 530

baseline even when the baseline includes over 25% 531

of the existing vegetarian samples. The model’s 532

ability to generate matching sentiment reviews is 533

based purely on extrapolating between the rest of 534

the reviews it was trained on. 535

These results mean that we can use language 536

models such as the GPT to effectively learn the 537

linguistic behaviors of the population and generate 538
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Pos % Neg % Error l2

Ground Truth 40.25% 59.74% 0.00%
GPT 40.71% 59.28% 1.89%
GPT (no veg) 37.58% 62.41% 3.88%
baseline(26) 39.38% 60.12% 9.16%
baseline(18) 40.55% 59.44% 11.78%
baseline(8) 39.87% 60.12% 20.01%

Table 7: Ground Truth vs. Extrapolation vs. Baseline

accurate responses to questions that have never539

been asked of the original group but are latent in540

the weights of the model. This technique creates541

a powerful new capability for polling and survey542

purposes.543

5 Discussion544

Polling transformer language models has provided545

us with a new lens to assess public attitude/opinions546

well beyond dining options. The same technique547

can be used on to determine social, political and548

public health issues using corpora from a variety of549

sources. It is dynamic and can be used to answer550

questions using latent information. Further, is com-551

putationally inexpensive and does not require any552

costly human annotated ground truth to train.553

The strength of the GPT is also a weakness. Be-554

cause it stochastically generates each new token555

based on the ones that preceded it, but also on556

randomness-introducing parameters such as tem-557

perature, it can be difficult to make it behave in558

ways that are both predictable and dynamic. A tem-559

perature of zero will produce the same result repeat-560

edly, but then the distribution of responses to the561

prompt will be lost. The best way to use these mod-562

els may be to focus on the statistics of large-scale563

patterns rather than looking at individual responses.564

Stochasticity ensures that some percentage of texts565

will untrustworthy, but at scale such outliers can be566

identified and handled appropriately.567

In addition, prompt design is tricky. Small568

changes in prompts may result significant changes569

in results (e.g., “some vegetarian options” versus570

“many vegetarian options”). Limitations of the571

TLMs themselves may also prevent them from pro-572

viding accurate information. For example, although573

humans can link affordances (I can walk inside my574

house) and properties to recover information that575

is often left unsaid (the house is larger than me),576

TLMs struggle on such tasks (Forbes et al., 2019).577

TLMs are also vulnerable to negated and mis-578

primed probes. Simply adding “not” to a probe579

(e.g. “The theory of relativity was not developed 580

by”, often generates “Albert Einstein”. Mispriming, 581

or the addition of unrelated content to the prompt 582

(e.g. “Dinosaurs? Munich is located in” the probe 583

can produce highly distorted results. (Kassner and 584

Schütze, 2019) 585

In this paper, we have shown that TLMs such as 586

the GPT can be used as an effective data collection 587

technique to gain a deeper understanding of sample 588

populations. We believe these techniques can also 589

be used to explore social, political and health issues, 590

but it is important to understand their limitations. 591

6 Conclusions 592

In this paper, we described a new method for 593

polling online data sources that uses broad key- 594

words (e.g. cuisine = "American", stars = "3") to 595

extract a corpora that is used to train a TLM such 596

as the GPT. The finetuned model captures sociolin- 597

guistic patterns of the group polled that can then be 598

accurately queried using highly targeted prompts 599

such as "no vegetarian options". 600

This unique method of querying a population on 601

content that may not exist explicitly in the ground 602

truth can be achieved due to TLMs capacity for 603

memorization (learning repeating patterns), inter- 604

polation (creating variations on existing values), 605

and extrapolation (inferring new content from ex- 606

isting). 607

We demonstrated that using TLMs in this way is 608

actually more reliable/accurate than using ground 609

truth queries that produce sparse results, even if the 610

TLM model is not trained on the specific topics of 611

interest. This opens up a tremendous opportunity 612

for textual research where relevant data is missing, 613

in small quantity, or volatile. 614

7 Future Work 615

So far, we have only scratched the surface trying 616

to probe and understand the latent knowledge cap- 617

tured in a transformer language model. Our next 618

work will involve using this technique to poll la- 619

tent information on Twitter regarding public health 620

issues. This will involve training our models on 621

left-wing, right-wing and other groups participat- 622

ing in the ongoing COVID-19 online discussions. 623

We will also be exploring the effects of negation, 624

mispriming, and other techniques that may distort 625

the latent knowledge captured by these models. 626
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8 Ethical Considerations627

Large Transformer Language Models’ capacity to628

rapidly generate unethical or dangerous content629

(e.g. realistic mass-shooter manifestos) is well un-630

derstood. Beyond the risk of the generation of631

credible fake content, there are additional risks for632

social research using TLMs.633

The methods by which the latent information is634

stored in the model weights is a form of dimension635

reduction that cannot incorporate all of the nuance636

in the data it has trained on as it learns linguistic pat-637

terns in the data. As a result, it will inevitably fail638

to capture outlier behaviors in the model weights.639

Even for patterns which are largely correct, the640

models are capable of making informational errors,641

such as the improper attribution demonstrated in642

our Floober example in Section 1. The model fol-643

lowed the highly credible linguistic pattern of an644

academic or Wikipedia description of an animal,645

complete with a likely animal family, and attributed646

the discovery to a person, but it was the wrong per-647

son.648

This class of error makes the latent information649

in TLMs valuable for population scale questions,650

but potentially dangerous for attributable content.651

The results of the model are that of generalized lin-652

guistic behaviors, and not attributable to a specific653

individual. Prompt tuning the model with quotes654

from a particular individual might provide sala-655

cious or unethical content which not only has never656

been produced by the individual, but includes ideas657

they may abhor. In fact, persistent biases or stereo-658

typical behaviors often exist within the model’s659

weights. (Abid et al., 2021) (Nadeem et al., 2020)660

As a result, it would be extremely dangerous661

to utilize this sort of latent information to per-662

form predictive actions on individuals as a result663

of the output of these models. AI is increasingly664

being applied to predictive tools for law enforce-665

ment, employment screening, and other systems666

that judge individuals based on an algorithmic as-667

sessment (Broadhurst et al., 2019) (Ponce et al.,668

2021). Attempting to leverage the techniques we’ve669

demonstrated for a system of that nature would be670

potentially misleading, possibly dangerous, and671

certainly unethical.672
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